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ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE GREEN'S OPERATOR

ROBERT CARROLL1

1. Introduction. In the study of Cauchy problems of the form

(1.1) du/dt+ Au =/;        u(t) = T

(where for example: t->u(t)E&(H) on (r,b]; t-^u(t)E&°(D(A)) on

[t, b]; H is a Hubert space; —A is a closed (unbounded) operator,

infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semi-group; &k(H) is

the space of ¿-times continuously differentiable functions of t with

values in H; the domain of A, D(A), has the graph topology; and

/, T are suitable), the solution takes the appearance

(1.2) u(t) = G(t, t)u(t) + J G(t, {)/({)#.

Formally the Green's operator G(t, £) may be written G(t, £)

= exp[ — A(t — £)] (for general results in this direction see for example

[l; 2; 3]). In this article we propose to study representations related

to (1.2) for solutions of general operational differential equations

Su =f (the operators need not be differential operators of course but

therein lies the motivation, see [4; 5]; cf. also the papers [3; 6; 7; 8;

9; 10]).

2. Basic framework. Let H be a Hubert space and (S0, S¡¡) a

formally adjoint pair of closed densely defined operators in the sense
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of Browder [7], Define Si = S¿* (then SoESi) and let H0 = DiSo),

Hi = D (Si), where Ha and Hi have the graph topology. Then H0 EH0 C H

(algebraically and topologically) and following [lo] we set Hi = H0®B

where B is the so-called Cauchy space or space of abstract bound-

ary conditions (see [7; 9; 10]). The symbol © denotes here an

orthogonal direct sum (topological) ; when we wish to speak of a not

necessarily orthogonal direct sum (topological) of two closed com-

plementary subspaces Mi and M2 of a Hubert space M we will write

M=Mi + M2 (see here [ll, p. 482]). It will be assumed throughout

that So is 1-1 with Só-1 continuous and that Si is onto H. (Such

hypotheses are verified in many problems of interest; they imply (see

[7 ]) that So' has a closed range i?(So' ) and that (So, So' ) has a solvable

realization operator S; i?(So) is clearly closed also.) Now we will call

any topological supplement of Ho in Hi a Cauchy space Y and write

Hi = Ho+T where in general Ho and T are not orthogonal. Clearly

any such V is isomorphic to B (both are isomorphic to Hi/Ho). Then

operators S such that SoCSCSi are characterized by linear subspaces

f of Y; that is, Ê = Di§) is the set {ux: UiEHi, juiEÏEY} where

j:Hi—»r is the (open) projection determined by Ho and Y. Then

H = Ho + f and H would be given the graph topology. The following

diagram will be useful in illustrating the subject (note ker Si is

closed in H or iii)

0

i

0    -»ker Si

1.1.
0->   Ho   ->   Hi   ir^o

So i      ,      J,    Si

RiSo) -^   H

i i
0 o .

The horizontal and vertical sequences are exact (and split by the

Banach theorem of homomorphisms). The continuous maps i (injec-

tion), Si, and i (projection) may be thought of as morphisms in the

category of Hilbert spaces. Note now that Ho+ker Si is closed and

hence a topological direct sum since if un is Cauchy in iz"0+ker Si

with un = Uon+Uin then SoW0„ converges which implies that u0n con-

verges. The diagram (2.1) may be further expanded as follows (cf.

[7]), defining t to be any topological supplement of iJo+ker Si in Hi.
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ffo + kerSi + rijo} + r„ + T

(2.2) | Sx

RiS0)+{o} +H

where Fo=j(ker Sx), H = Sxf, and in abuse of notation we identify f

and jt. It is clear that H is closed since Sx is open and an isomorphism

on f ; to see that Hf\R(So)= {o}, suppose the contrary. Thus if

hoEHo, hE?, and Soho = Sxh, it follows that ho — /z£ker Sx', since

ho — hEHx — ker Sx we must have ho — h = 0. Evidently H=R(So) + B.

We define the Green's operator to be the map 9= ijux, Sxui)-+ux:

TXH—>Hx which recovers ux from a knowledge of jux and SxUx. It is

seen from the diagrams that 9 is well defined (if jux = SxUx = 0 then

UxEker Sxf~}Ho= {o}). Moreover suppose jmi—>0 in T and SiWi—>0

in H; then writing Wi = m0+m, uoEHo, uET, we have «—>0 in T and

SxU + SoUo—>0 in H. Hence «—>0 in H, SxU—^0 in H, and SxU + SoUo—»0

in H. This implies S0Wo—»0 in ii and therefore «o—>0 in Ü by the con-

tinuity of So"1. Thus finally «i—>0 in iii and we have

Proposition 1. The map g : T XH->Hx defined by Q(jux, Sxui) = wi is
CO«ÍMÍM0M5.

It should be noted that 9 is not a bilinear map in the usual sense

and is defined only on the set G= {(jux, Srui)} CTXÜ.

3. Decomposition of the Green's operator. By the preceding it

follows that if jux = 0 (i.e. uxEHo) then 9(0, Sxui) defines a continuous

map g2: R(So)—>Hx. Clearly on R(S0), g2 may be written as Sb~1 = S~1

where S is a solvable realization operator for (So, S0' ) ; hence 92 may

be extended (as S~l) to a continuous map g2: H—*Ha + t (cf. [7]). On

the other hand if «i£ker Si, then 90Mi> 0) determines a continuous

map 9x- Fo—»iïi (the identity) which may be extended to a continuous

map (the identity) 9i: r0 + f —*Hi. Then for «lEifo+ker Sx

(3.1) ux = Qxijux) + friSxui),

whereas for UxET we must have

(3.2) «i = 9i0'«i) = 9s(5i«i).

Our interpretation of (1.2) is

Í3.3) Ux = S2ÍpSxUÍ)+QxiJui),

where p:H—>i?(S0) is the projection, determined by RiSo) and H.

Another formula for the solution similar to (3.3) is
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(3.4) «i = §,(5i«0 + 8i(p>i),

where p: T—>r0 is the projection, determined by Ho and ker Si. Note

that the split -ffo+ker Si is predetermined; however there is still

liberty in choosing Y and hence H.

We recall now the notion of a kernel for an operator T: 3C—*3Ci (see

here for example [12; 13; 14]); we consider kernels in the sense of

Aronszajn and will not attempt to treat here situations requiring the

Schwartz kernel theorem (see [15]). Assuming 3C and 3Ci are separa-

ble Hubert spaces of equivalence classes of measurable functions over

a regular measure space iX, p) (see [12]), then T has a kernel Tiy, •)

if: (1) for all yEX, T{y, -)G3C; (2) the map y->Tiy, -):X-+X, is
measurable; (3) for all hEDiT), iTh)iy) = ih, Tiy, ■)) almost every-

where. If for example all functions in the range of a bounded operator

T are continuous then following Theorem 4 of [12] it is seen that T

has a kernel Tiy, •). This will often prevail in applications (cf. [17]).

Suppose now that Qi and 82 have kernels giit, •) and g2(¿, •); 81

and S2 are considered as operators in Y and H respectively. Then for

example (3.3) may be written (see [l6] for extensions of (1.2))

(3.5) «i = (pSiMi, gi(t, -))H + ijui, gi(t, -))r.

We denote the adjoints of continuous maps T by *T and those of un-

bounded maps T by 2"*. Then from (3.5), since giGT

(3.6) «i = (mi, 'Si >pg2(t, ■) + *jgl(t, -))av

The following exact sequences indicate how the maps work:

(1) 0 -> H -» H4 R(So) -> 0;

(2) O^HBR(So)^H-?>HO H-+0;

(3) O^Ho-^Hi^V-^0;

(4) 0-+Hi€tT-+H1^>Hi&Ho-+0;

Si
(5) 0 -» ker Si -> Hi -> H -> 0;

'Si
(6) 0 -> H-> Hi e ker Si -* 0

(note also 'Si : R(S0) -*HiO (f+ker Si) and 'Si : H->HiO (H0+ker Si)).
It is seen that certain problems arise because of the fact that even if

iïi=(.HVf-ker Si)©f it is not true necessarily that H = R(S0)®H,

where £r=Sir. For example if we choose H first, orthogonal to
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R(So), and define T= 'SxH, then T is orthogonal to üo+ker Si', how-

ever then SxT^H in general.

Proposition 2. Assume Qx and Q2 have kernels as above; then Hx has a

reproducing kernel given by

(3.7) hit,-) - <Sx 'pgiit, •) + >jgl(t, •).

We may relate 'Si to our original operators as follows. Assume

vEH and lSxV = w; then for all uEHx we have (Siíí, v)h=Íu, w)m-

This means (Si«, v — Sxw)H=(u, w)H- Therefore v — SxwED(Sx*) and

since Si* = So' it follows that w = So (v — Sxw) (recall Hx is dense in

H). Thus w appears as a solution of the equation (v — Siw) = (S0')-1w.

We note that gx(t, ■) as defined is a reproducing kernel for T and thus

for uxET there results Ux=(ux, hi)Hi=(ux, gi)r- In general gx is the

component of hx in Y when Hx is written in the form T(B(HxOT). It

should be observed that H0 orthogonal to ker Si in Hx is impossible

and this fact is closely connected with the development which we have

given. A result similar to (3.7) can also be obtained using (3.4). By

virtue of the above we may now write (3.7) in a form suitable for

calculation.

(3.8) 'pg2= ((St^ + SxKhx-tjgx).

This formula will not however entirely determine g2 in terms of hx and

gx; it defines g2 up to a term in H-QR(So). However, this is sufficient

and we have

Proposition 3. The component of g2 in R(S0) is determined by (3.8) if

hx and gx are known. If therefore H is chosen orthogonal to R(So) (with

T = S~lH), then Q2(pSxui) is fully determined by (3.8).

On the other hand let hx be given; then gx is determined as the com-

ponent of hx in T when Hx is decomposed as 22i = r©(iïi-©T). Thus

if / is the orthogonal projection /: Hx—>Y then gx = Jhx. Define then

the element 'pg2= 'S^ihx—'jgi)- This is well-defined since if hx—h+gi,

hxEHx&T, gxEY, then 'jhx= 'jgi = gxEHxOHo and since tj is a projec-

tion Ai-fiGi/iOr; thus hx-'jgxEHxOker Sx with 'Sf^Äi-gi)

well defined. Now since hi— gxEHxOT we have 'S^ihx—'jgijERiSo)

and thus 'pg2Gi?(S0). Assuming now H = R(So)®H with f = S-1È,

it follows that 'pg2 defines an element g2 (= (pg2) in R(S0) with

(   .   ÍpSiuug2)n = (Sxui, 'pg2) = (Si«i, 'SrKhi - 'jgi))

= («i, hi - ljgi) = «i - ijux, gi) = 92(pSi«i).

Hence g2 has a kernel g2 in i?(So) given by 'p_1 'S^ihx — 'jgx)-
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Proposition 4. Assume Hi has a reproducing kernel hi and

H=RiSo)®H. Then g2 has a kernel in i?(So) determined by (3.8).

Added in proof. The results of this paper are used in constructing

abstract Green's operators in [16] for problems related to [5]. It is

shown that S =S* (notations of [5]) and formulas such as (3.8) and

(1.2) can be studied in more detail.
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